Welcome to a new edition of the QROWD quarterly newsletter.
November 2018
Good afternoon,
The past few months have been interesting and busy for the QROWD project and
partners. We look forward to telling you about our top highlights in this issue.
These include: the Human Factor in Big Data webinar, our participation in the
workshop IoT Open Data Access to Advance Mobility in European Cities, and in
the Smart City Expo World Congress 2018.
We’ve also been busy spreading the word in Trento about smart city services and
mobile applications, and later with our third QROWDLab, which will render new
results for the Trento pilot. Now, we are heading for the Smart City Expo World
Congress, in Barcelona.
In this issue:
● IoT Open Data Access to Advance Mobility in European Cities
● BDV / QROWD Webinar: The Human Factor in Big Data
● QROWD at the Smart City Expo World Congress 2018, Barcelona
● TrentoSmartCityLabs
● QROWDLab 3
● Introducing the Virtual City Explorer – VCE
● Upcoming events (December 2018- January 2019)

IoT Open Data Access to
Advance Mobility in
European Cities
Read about QROWD’s contribution in
the closing panel in the workshop IoT
Open Data Access to advance mobility
in European cities here.

BDV / QROWD Webinar: The
Human Factor in Big Data
QROWD coordinator, Elena Simperl
(University of Southampton) provided an
overview and technical details on how
human interaction and crowdsourcing
help in different steps of the data value
chain. Read about it here.

QROWD at the Smart City
Expo World Congress 2018,
Barcelona
Giacomo Fioroni, Head of the Smart City
Office of our QROWD partner, the
Municipality of Trento, is delivering a talk
at the Expo World Congress in
Barcelona on one of the city’s smart
solutions: how to calculate the modal
split. More information here.

TrentoSmartCityLabs
TrentoSmartCityLabs aim to improve the
Smart Mobility of the city of Trento, Italy.
Members from the municipality go out
around the city talking to people and
handing out informative flyers on smart
services and mobile applications. To
hear more about their work, and
QROWD’s contribution to the city, read
about them here.

QROWDLab 3
The QROWD Laboratory is one of the
smart city project activities.organised by
the city of Trento where citizens who
want to contribute use the iLog
application for the collection of mobility
data. The third QrowdLab took place in
Trento in October. You can read more
about the highlights here.

Introducing the Virtual
City Explorer - VCE
One of the most innovative products that
the QROWD project offers is that of the
Virtual City Explorer (VCE). This
crowdsourced solution for mobility
infrastructure maps allows identification
of city features of interest, and this
information is then modelled onto the
virtual map which anyone can see. You
can read more about it here.

---o--Upcoming QROWD Events
ICT 2018 Imagine Digital – Connect Europe
Vienna, Austria
4-6 December 2018
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/events/ict-2018-imagine-digital-connecteurope
--Connected Smart Cities Conference 2019
Brussels, Belgium
17 January 2019
https://ec.europa.eu/isa2/events/connected-smart-cities-conference-2019_en
--ICSCI 2019: 21st International Conference on Smart Cities and Infrastructure
Paris, France
24 - 25 January, 2019
https://waset.org/conference/2019/01/paris/ICSCI
--21st International Conference on Smart Cities and Urban CSCU 2019
London, United Kingdom
21 - 22 January, 2019
https://waset.org/conference/2019/01/london/icscu
--Transport Ticketing Global
London, United Kingdom
29 January 2019
https://www.transport-ticketing.com/

We hope you have enjoyed reading about our highlights from the past few months
and thank you for reading! Stay tuned for our next newsletter in January 2019
where you can find more about the events we are looking forward to, such as the
Connected Smart Cities Conference 2019.

Sincerely yours,
The QROWD team
http://qrowd-project.eu/

@QrowdProject

